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ABSTRACT
With the increasing amount of patient information that is being collected today, the idea of using this information
to inform future patient care has gained momentum. In many cases, this information comes in the form of medical
images. Several algorithms have been presented to automatically segment these images, and to extract structures
relevant to different diagnostic or surgical procedures. Consequently, this allows us to obtain large data-sets of
shapes, in the form of triangular meshes, segmented from these images. Given correspondences between these
shapes, statistical shape models (SSMs) can be built using methods like Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Often, the initial correspondences between the shapes need to be improved, and SSMs can be used to improve
these correspondences. However, just as often, initial segmentations also need to be improved. Unlike many
correspondence improvement algorithms, which do not affect segmentation, many segmentation improvement
algorithms negatively affect correspondences between shapes. We present a method that iteratively improves
both segmentation as well as correspondence by using SSMs not only to improve correspondence, but also to
constrain the movement of vertices during segmentation improvement. We show that our method is able to
maintain correspondence while achieving as good or better segmentations than those produced by methods that
improve segmentation without maintaining correspondence. We are additionally able to achieve segmentations
with better triangle quality than segmentations produced without correspondence improvement.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Medical imaging for diagnostic purposes as well as for surgical planning and navigation has become a fairly
standard practice in recent years. As a result, a large and growing database of medical images has become
available. Since manual analysis of each image is not scalable or consistent across different people, computeraided analysis of these images has also become standard procedure in medicine. Image segmentation is a very
important element of medical image analysis. It is used extensively in diagnosing diseases, as well as in registration
for surgical planning and navigation. Segmentations in 3D volumes can be extracted as shapes represented as
triangular meshes, and given a large data-set of shapes, we can learn statistics about the structures represented
by these shapes.
Statistical shape models (SSMs) have been established as a strong tool in shape analysis, and allow us to
observe and understand the mean, variance, and other statistical information in a collection of shapes. SSMs
can be used in segmentation1 as well as in registration and navigation. For instance, certain structures in
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the sinuses, such as the turbinates, contain erectile tissue which cause a continuous patterned deformation in
these structures.2 SSMs have been shown to capture these deformations,3 and can therefore be used to estimate
deformations during surgery and improve registration. However, the accuracy of these SSMs is critical in medical
applications, especially during surgery in small and delicate anatomical structures such as the sinuses.
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Figure 1. This diagram illustrates one way
of modeling shape data. A mesh handlabeled in template space can be deformed
to patient space via deformable registration resulting in a set of meshes with correspondences. Principal component analysis
(PCA) on this set of shapes gives us the
mean and variance in the data-set.

During functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS), the surgeon
must manipulate his tools with high precision and accuracy not only
because the nasal airway and the sinus cavities are small spaces, but
also because the boundaries separating the sinuses from surrounding
critical structures are extremely thin. For instance, the roof of the
sinuses, called the fovia ethmoidalis, which separates the sinuses from
the brain, is on average about 0.5 mm thick, and the lateral lamella,
which separates the sinuses from the olfactory system, is about 0.2 mm
thick.4 The boundary between the sinuses and the optic nerve can be
as low as 0.45 mm, increasing to 0.91 mm closer to the orbit.5 Often,
soft mucus makes up a large part of these measurements. For instance,
the uncinate process, which has a mean thickness of 1.4 mm, is made
up of 0.67 mm of medial mucosa, 0.6 mm of lateral mucosa, and only
0.16 mm of bone.6

One established method for building SSMs from image volumes,
such as a computed tomography (CT) scan, uses deformable registration between a patient image and a template image to deform handlabeled segmentations from template space to patient space, and then
build an SSM using a tool like PCA.9 This method, described in Section 2, is simple and powerful, but relies heavily on the assumption
that deformable registration is error-free. Unfortunately, this assumption is incorrect. Although deformable
registration based segmentation algorithms usually produce reliable segmentations, they can often miss high
frequency details in images, especially in low resolution in CT images, and produce segmentations with errors.
Therefore, the set of automatically segmented shapes may not describe our patient population accurately, and,
consequently, lead to inaccurate SSMs. Several methods have been presented to improve segmentation, such
as Gradient Vector Flow10,11 (GVF). The initial segmentation obtained using deformable registration can be
improved using GVF, which uses gradients in the corresponding image to drive vertices towards edges in the
image. However, this process moves vertices on a mesh independently of corresponding vertices on other meshes
in the data-set, therefore, deteriorating the quality of correspondences between shapes.
In this paper, we present an iterative method that uses GVF to improve segmentation while maintaining and
improving correspondence using SSMs. Our main contribution is a modified GVF algorithm which drives vertices
in a mesh towards edges in the corresponding image, and also slides vertices along the evolved surface towards
corresponding vertex positions estimated by an SSM. We also present a full pipeline that combines our modified
GVF algorithm with a correspondence improvement algorithm12 to produce both improved segmentation as
well as improved SSM. Our improved segmentation not only produces smaller error when compared with handsegmented gold standard, but also has better triangle quality. Our algorithm is described in more detail in the
next section (Section 2), and the results are detailed in Section 3.
Algorithm 1 Build SSM
1: Build or choose a template image7 with hand-segmented regions of interest (ROIs)
2: Extract meshes representing the ROIs
3: Deformably register all available patient images to the template image
4: Use the resulting deformation fields to deform template meshes to patient space to obtain a set of shapes
with correspondences
5: Run principal component analysis (PCA), or other shape decomposition method, on the set of shapes to
obtain the mean and variance present in the data-set.8
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Figure 2. This diagram shows the correspondence improvement algorithm presented by Seshamani et al.12 and described
in Algorithm 2

2. METHODS
Our method requires an initial SSM, which is built using the method described in Algorithm 18 and illustrated
in Figure 1. We use ns shapes obtained by deforming meshes in template space to patient space. In order to
build this initial SSM, all meshes are centered and aligned, and each mesh is represented by a shape vector,
V = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vnv ]T , where nv is the number of vertices in each mesh. Now we can compute the mean shape,
V̄ =

ns
1 X
Vi ,
ns i=1

as well as the covariance matrix,
Σ=

ns
1 X
(Vi − V̄ )T (Vi − V̄ ),
ns i=1

where Vi is the shape vector for the ith mesh.8 The eigen decomposition of Σ gives us the principal components,
or the modes and mode weights, that describe the shape variation present in our dataset:


λ1


T
..
Σ = [m1 . . . mns ] 
 [m1 . . . mns ] ,
.
λns
where, mi are the orthonormal set of eigenvectors that represent the modes of variation, and λi are the mode
weights that represent the amount of variation along the corresponding mode.
Algorithm 2 Correspondence Improvement
1: Build a SSM with ns − 1 shapes
2: Estimate left out shape using the SSM by first projecting the left out shape onto the modes to compute
shape parameters
bi = mTi (V − V̄ ),
and then computing the estimated shape using these shape parameters
s −1
V = V̄ + Σni=1
bi mi

3: Move the vertices on the original shape along the surface in the direction of the corresponding vertices on

the estimated shape12
4: Repeat steps 1-3 for each shape to obtain a new set of shapes
5: Repeat steps 1-4 for the new set of shapes until convergence
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Figure 3. This diagram shows the work-flow of our algorithm (Algorithm 3) using the middle turbinate as an example
shape. The middle (green) section is our constrained segmentation improvement step, which is added to the correspondence
improvement method presented by Seshamani et al.12

This is our initial SSM. It is possible for us to build this
Shape
Estimated
SSM because all our shapes are in correspondence with each
after GVF
Shape
other. These correspondences can be further improved using
the method introduced by Seshamani et al.12 This method
Initial
builds an SSM using ns − 1 shapes, estimates the left out shape
Shape
using the SSM, and then moves the vertices on the left out
shape along the surface towards the corresponding vertices on
the estimated shape. This is repeated for each shape as described in Algorithm 2 and illustrated in Figure 2. The SSM
can be evaluated at Step 2 of Algorithm 2 by measuring the
residual surface error between the true and the estimated shape.
Algorithm 2 can then be repeated to iteratively improve corre- Figure 4. 2D example illustrating the constrained
spondence until the mean residual error over all shapes becomes GVF algorithm: the gray curve representing the
smaller than a specified threshold.
initial shape obtained from deformable registration
However, this method assumes that the initial segmentation
is error-free, and only correspondences need improvement. The
SSM built from the correspondence improved shapes still cannot accurately explain the variability in the population because
our initial segmentation is inaccurate. Therefore, we also need
to improve segmentation without compromising the correspondences. We improve segmentation using a constrained GVF
algorithm. In order to maintain correspondence, we modify

is evolved into the black curve using GVF. This new
curve is estimated using our SSM (represented by
the dashed curve), and the vector between each vertex on the black curve and the corresponding vertex on the dashed curve is found (red arrow). The
vertices on the black curve are then moved in the
direction of the vector component along the black
curve (solid blue arrow) to constrain the movement
of the vertices and maintain correspondence.

Algorithm 3 Segmentation and Correspondence Improvement
1: Build an initial SSM with shapes obtained from deformable registration
2: Use GVF to move vertices towards edges in the corresponding image for P iterations.
3: Estimate this new shape using the current SSM (as in step 2 of Algorithm 2)
4: Move vertices on the new shape along the surface in the direction of the corresponding vertices on the
estimated shape, in the same way as Seshamani et al.12
5: Once all shapes have been updated, build a SSM using these new shapes, and improve correspondence using
steps 1-4 of Algorithm 2 for Q iterations.
6: Using the new SSM, repeat steps 2-5, until the segmentation converges.

Figure 5. Initial segmentation (red) of the maxillary sinus using deformable registration does not capture details such
as sharp corners, therefore introducing errors when compared with hand-segmented gold standard (blue). Our method is
able to capture these details (green).

the GVF algorithm such that it constrains the movement of vertices using the SSM. We do this by first evolving
our segmentation using GVF, then estimating this new shape using our SSM, and finally sliding the vertices
on our evolved mesh along the surface in the direction of the corresponding vertices on our estimated mesh
(Figure 4). We then combine our constrained GVF with Seshamani et al.’s12 correspondence improvement as
described in Algorithm 3 and illustrated in Figure 3.

3. RESULTS
We implemented our algorithm in C++, and ran our experiments on 4 sets of shapes: the middle and inferior
turbinates, and the left and right maxillary sinuses. We built our SSMs using shapes extracted from 52 publicly
available CTs obtained from the Cancer Imaging Archive13,14,15,16 (http://www.cancerimagingarchive.net/).
For all our experiments, we used P = 5 and Q = 3 (P and Q defined in Algorithm 3) at each iteration of our
algorithm, and iterated through our algorithm 5 times. Each iteration of our algorithm takes about 10 seconds
per mesh. However, most of the time is spent in computing the GVF in our 210 × 272 × 308 mm3 CT volumes.

Deformable Registration
GVF
GVF+SSM

Mean Error ± Std. Dev. (mm)
0.3327 ± 0.3147
0.1135 ± 0.1316
0.0985 ± 0.128

Max Error (mm)
2.338
1.1548
1.0364

Table 1. Segmentation errors computed using the Hausdorff metric: GVF and our method both produce comparable
improvement over deformable registration. However, our method has the added advantage of maintaining correspondence
(Figure 6).

Figure 6. Residual surface errors from leave-one-out analysis: Since the shapes produced by our method contain more
detail than those produced by deformable registration (Figure 5), it is hard to estimate our shapes with few modes.
However, with more than roughly 30 modes, our SSMs (green) produce lower errors than SSMs built using shapes from
deformable registration (red). Our SSMs also outperform SSMs built with shapes obtained using traditional GVF (purple)
which does not maintain correspondence between shapes, as reflected in the deteriorating mean residual surface errors.

Our results show that using our algorithm, we are able to match the segmentation quality obtained by
using established methods such as GVF, while at the same time also being able to improve correspondence
between shapes, and therefore improve the SSM. We compared our segmentations against hand-labeled gold
standard segmentations obtained under the supervision of an expert. Figure 5 shows an example of our improved
segmentation, and Table 1 shows that our method not only produces better segmentations than those obtained
via deformable registration, but also produces as good or better segmentations than those produced using GVF.
We evaluate our SSM using the leave-one-out metric, where we build an SSM with ns −1 shapes, and estimate
the left out shape as described in Step 2 of Algorithm 2 using an increasing number of modes. We compare the
left out shape to its estimate by computing the residual surface error. We repeat this for each shape and compute
the mean residual surface error. Figure 6 shows deteriorating SSM when GVF is used to improve segmentation
(purple) as compared to the initial SSM built using the original shapes obtained from deformable registration
(red). However, the SSM built after improving segmentation using GVF while maintaining correspondence
(green) shows improved errors when approximately 30 or more modes are used to estimate the shape. Therefore,
we are able to achieve as good or better segmentations as GVF while also improving correspondence.
Interestingly, for fewer than approximately 30 modes, the SSM built using our method (green) has larger
errors than those produced by the initial SSM (red). The reason for this is that our initial set of shapes is
a smoothed version of our final set of shapes, since deformable registration is not able to capture fine details,
resulting in errors in segmentation (Figure 5). Whereas, segmentation improved using GVF is able to capture
finer details (Figure 5), making these shapes harder to approximate with few modes. Therefore, although an
SSM built from our initial set of shapes can estimate new shapes using fewer modes, the shapes produced contain
inaccuracies and do not reflect high frequency details. As we start introducing more detail in our shapes, our
SSM will require more modes to accurately estimate these new shapes.

Figure 7. Meshes obtained using GVF (left) can contain many skinny triangles near the corners, whereas meshes obtained
using our method (right) do not. Therefore, our method is able to produce more stable meshes.

Additionally, by restricting the movement of vertices during segmentation improvement, the resulting meshes
have better triangle quality. Meshes obtained using GVF can result in a high concentration of vertices at corners
and regions with stronger gradients, creating skinny triangles which lead to pinching artifacts in surface meshes.
However, by restricting the movement of vertices using an SSM, we avoid this concentration of vertices, and
therefore, also avoid problems arising from skinny triangles (Figure 7). This is extremely advantageous for SSMs
because we are able to reduce the chances of problems like triangle flipping which are more likely to happen with
skinny triangles. Therefore, as a by-product of our method, we are able to achieve more stable meshes.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we present a method that is able to improve both segmentation per shape as well as correspondences
between shapes by leveraging SSMs. We are able to segment ROIs as accurately as other established segmentation
methods while maintaining correspondences between the shapes in our data-set, which several other segmentation
algorithms do not attempt to do. This allows us to build more accurate shape models that better represent the
population mean and variance, and can also reconstruct new shapes with higher fidelity than both a) models
constructed using the initial shapes obtained from deformable registration since these shapes do not represent
the population accurately, and b) models constructed using shapes after segmentation improvement because the
quality of correspondences deteriorates during this process. Our combined segmentation and correspondence
improvement algorithm is able to overcome both of these problems. Finally, our method also produces more
stable triangular meshes with fewer skinny triangles. This is a very powerful result for shape modeling because
it reduces the chances of triangle flipping. In the future, we hope to further improve our segmentations by
using more information from our images in addition to gradients, like image intensity, while still maintaining
correspondence in order to build high quality SSMs with shapes that accurately represent the relevant ROIs.
This work has not been submitted elsewhere.
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